His books, Times Square Kiss and Tea Time Boys are his most recent publications. Answered 6 years ago. My book of course, Times Square Kiss--can you determine true love just with a kiss? Check it out. 572 views. Related Answers. Related Answer. Ruby Boyle. Romance novel and fanfiction enthusiast. Catching Kisses book. At any given moment/someone, somewhere is blowing a kiss. And somewhere/someone/is catching it. So begins this journey of the heart, as readers young and old follow a handful of kisses around the United States. From San Francisco to New Orleans to New York City, the text and stylized artwork celebrate all the ways kisses are shared. Catching Kisses. Written by Amy Gibson & illustrated by Maria van Lieshout. Published by Feiwel & Friends. Catching kisses -3 - YouTube Catching kisses -3 Cindy Lushaj · 41. 0:12 Family Guy- Lois's Book Club by Hunter Moore 17,485 views 3:20 Lois uccide Stewie. I placed my books down, slipped on my rain jacket, slung my backpack over my shoulder and started walking out of the school. Catching Kisses-(Duck Dynasty fanfic) Catching Fire - Focus on the Family Catching Fire A book review for parents. "Counting Kisses" could be your toddler's first counting book. Does Katniss kiss Gale in Catching Fire? No. That's on. Praise for Catching Kisses. Children love kisses: the way they sound, how they feel, and the emotion they evoke. They are particularly fascinated by the imagined trajectory and landing of a blown kiss. Gibson captures all that and more in rhythmic, evocative phrases that describe kisses sailing, smelling of ginger and cinnamon, feeling as velvet as peach fuzz, and smacking like bubble gum.